This paper deals with fuzzy goal programming approach to bilevel multi-objective programming problem with fuzzy parameters. In the proposed approach, the tolerance membership functions for the fuzzily described objective functions are defined by determining individual optimal solution of the objective functions of each of the decision makers. Since the objectives are potentially conflicting in general, possible relaxations of both level decisions are considered by providing preference bounds on the decision variables for avoiding decision deadlock. Then fuzzy goal programming technique is used for achieving highest degree of each of the membership goals by minimizing negative deviational variables. An algorithm is presented with termination criteria. An illustrative numerical example is provided to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
Bi-level multi-objective programming problem (BLMOPP), an apparatus for modeling decentralized decisions, consists of the objectives of the first level decision maker (FLDM) at its first level and that of the objectives of the second level decision maker (SLDM) at the second level. The execution of decision is sequential, from first level to second level; each decision maker (DM) independently controls only a set of decision variables and is interested in optimizing his/her net benefits over a common feasible region. Although each DM independently tries to optimize his/her own objective function, the decision may be affected by the actions and reactions of the SLDM due to the dissatisfaction with the decision.
During the last three decades, bi-level programming problem (BLPP) [1, 2] as well as multi-level programming problem (MLPP) [3, 4, 5] in general for hierarchical decentralized planning problems have been deeply studied and many methodologies have been developed to solve them. Sinha [6] studied multi-level programming technique based on fuzzy mathematical programming. Pramanik and Roy [7] proposed a solution methodology based on fuzzy goal programming (FGP) for solving MLPP. Sakawa et al. [8] developed interactive fuzzy programming for MLPP with fuzzy parameters in 2000. Shi and Xia [9] studied two-person bi-level multi-objective decision making and an interactive algorithm to solve non-linear bi-level multi-objective decision-making problem. Abo-Sinha [10] discussed multi-objective optimization for solving non-linear multi-objective bi-level programming problem in fuzzy environment. Abo-Sinha and Baky [11] presented balance space approach for nonlinear multi-objective bi-level programming problem. Baky [12] studied FGP algorithm for solving decentralized bi-level multi-objective programming problems. Zhang et al. [13] presented an algorithm to fuzzy linear multiobjective bi-level programming problems by using  -cut method. Gao et al. [14] studied fuzzy linear BLMOPP based on  -cut and goal programming. Pramanik and Roy [15] studied FGP approach to multi-objective transportation problem with fuzzy parameters. Pramanik and Roy [16] also discussed priority based FGP approach to multi-objective transportation problem with fuzzy parameters. Recently, Pramanik [17] modified FGP model due to Pramanik and Roy [15, 16] and applied it to BLPP with fuzzy parameters.
In this paper, we extend the concept of BLPP due to Pramanik [17] for BLMOPP. In the model formulation of the problem, we first formulate membership functions by determining individual best and worst solution of the objective functions for both the DMs for a prescribe value of .
 Since the objectives of FLDM and SLDM are conflicting in nature, cooperation between both level DMs is necessary to reach a compromise optimal solution. We assume that the SLDM first provides his/her decision by providing fixed preference upper and lower bounds on the decision variables under his/her control. Considering the fixed preference bounds of SLDM, the FLDM also presents his/her preference bounds on the decision variables under his/her control to avoid decision-deadlock [18] . Then, FGP approach [17] is used to solve the problem by minimizing negative deviational variables.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some basic definitions. Section 3 presents the formulation of BLMOPP. Section 4 discusses fuzzy programming model of BLMOPP having fuzzy parameters. In subsection 4. F whose membership function is defined
Definition 2.4
The  -cut of a fuzzy set F of X is a non-fuzzy set denoted by F  and defined by a subset of all elements x X so that their membership functions exceed or equal to a real
FORMULATION OF BLMOPP
Consider a BLMOPP of minimization-type objective functions at each level. Suppose that DM i denotes the DM at the i-th level Mathematically, the problem can be formulated as:
subject to 
Here, 1 A is M  N 1 and 2 A is M  N 2 matrix,B is the M component column vector.
are linear and bounded with fuzzy coefficients. For simplicity, let us denote the system constraints (3) and (4) as S ( ).
FORMULATION OF FUZZY PROGRAMMING MODEL OF BLMOPP HAVING FUZZY PARAMETERS
The optimal solution of FLDM and SLDM when determined in isolation would be considered as the aspiration level of each of the respective fuzzy objective goal. Then, for a prescribed value of ,  minimization-type objective function,
Similarly, for a prescribed value of  , maximization-type
replaced by the upper bound of its  -cut i.e.
and~i j
can be rewritten by the following constraints as:
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and
For the fuzzy equality constraints
can be replaced by two equivalent constraints
For proof of equivalency of (13) with (14) and (15), see Lee and Li [19] .
Therefore, for a prescribed value of  , the problem reduces to the following problem:
For a prescribed value of  , the fuzzy BLMOPP reduces to deterministic BLMOPP which can be solved by using modified FGP model presented by Pramanik [17] .
Characterization of membership functions of BLMOPP with fuzzy parameters
Let,
the individual optimal decision of the FLDM and SLDM respectively when calculated in isolation.
Here,
(22) If the individual optimal solutions of the objective functions of DMs are same, then compromise optimal solution is automatically reached. However, this situation rarely occurs due to the conflicting nature of the objectives. Then the fuzzy objective goals of the FLDM and SLDM appear as:
To formulate membership functions for the minimization type objective functions we define:
Here, Then, the resulting membership functions for FLDM can be formulated as:
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16 Similarly, the resulting membership functions for SLDM can be formulated as:
Suppose that 
Formulation of FGP Model of BLMOPP
The proposed FGP formulation for solving BLMOPP can be presented as: 
The numerical weights corresponding to negative deviational variables are determined as [15] . By solving FGP model (29), if FLDM and SLDM are satisfied with this solution, then satisficing solution is reached.
FGP ALGORITHM TO BLMOPP WITH FUZZY PARAMETERS
By the following steps, we present the proposed FGP algorithm for solving BLMOPP with fuzzy parameters as follows:
Step 1: For specified value of ,  to formulate the membership functions corresponding to the objective functions of both level DMs, the upper and lower bounds of their  -cuts are defined. Similarly, for inequality constraints, the upper bound and lower bound of their  -cuts are defined.
Step 2: Determine the individual maximum and minimum values for the upper and lower  -cuts of the objective functions for both level DMs subject to the system constraints.
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5: Let, the preference bounds of SLDM on the decision variables be Step 6: Formulate the FGP model (29) and solve the problem. If the solution is acceptable to both the DMs, then compromise optimal solution is reached. Otherwise, the FLDM provides another set of preference upper and lower bounds considering fixed preference bounds of SLDM.
Step 7: Termination criteria: The family of distance functions [20] is defined as: will be minimum would be the most satisfying solution for FLDM and SLDM.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Consider the following BLMOPP with fuzzy parameters
Here, all the fuzzy numbers are assumed to be triangular fuzzy numbers and are given as follows By replacing the fuzzy coefficients by their  -cuts, the above problem can be written as
For,  = 0.5, the fuzzy BLMOPP reduces to deterministic BLMOPP as follows: Then, the fuzzy goals appear as Table  1 , we see that the minimum distance value is 0.01084. The optimal compromise solution of the problem is given by 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered an alternative FGP approach to BLMOPP with fuzzy parameters. The proposed approach can be extended to optimization problems in different fields such as agriculture planning problems, decentralized planning problems and other multi-objective programming problems consisting fuzzily described different parameters. The proposed approach can also be extended to decentralized multi-objective as well as multi-level multi-objective programming problem with fuzzy parameters. 
